Amazon CamperForce
Building Descriptions

Amazon Fulfillment
Centers
Fulfillment Center:
AR Sort
Fulfillment Center:
Sort
Fulfillment Center:
Apparel
Fulfillment Center:
Non Sort
Fulfillment Center:
Mixed Sort

Amazon Fulfillment Centers come in many forms. This fast-paced, physical position gets you up and moving whether it be
putting away inventory, getting customer orders ready, loading boxes onto trucks or working heavy machinery. You will work a
Full Time, set schedule and may be asked to work different process paths or rotate job functions, based on business needs.
Working inside an Amazon Fulfillment Center, employees pick, pack, and ship customer orders like:
Often items that include but are not limited to books, toys, and housewares.
Thanks to the innovations of Amazon Robotics, get to work alongside advanced technology and robotics in a safe working
environment, allowing them to learn new skills and helping create a more efficient process to meet customer demand.
Often items that include but are not limited to books, toys, and housewares.
Often items that include but are not limited to apparel, books, toys, and housewares.
Often items that include but are not limited to bulky or larger-sized customer items such as patio furniture, outdoor equipment,
or rugs.
Often items that include but are not limited to anywhere from small items such as books, toys and housewares to large items
like patio furniture, outdoor equipment and rugs.

IXD (Cross Dock)

Working inside an Amazon Fulfillment Center, employees receive and consolidate products from vendors to then ship products to other
fulfillment centers within the Amazon network. Products could vary in size. This fast-paced, physical position gets you up and moving
whether it be putting away inventory, getting customer orders ready, loading boxes onto trucks or working heavy machinery. You will work
a Full Time, set schedule and may be asked to work different process paths or rotate job functions, based on business needs.

AMZL (Amazon
Logistics)

The Delivery Station Team is the final stop for orders on their way to getting to customers. As a Delivery Station Team Member, you will get
packages ready for their final destination. You will receive truck deliveries and build, wrap, sort, and transport pallets and packages. These
duties will rotate on a daily basis. You’ll also get to use technology like smartphones and handheld devices to sort, scan, and prepare orders
for delivery.

RELO (Returns
Center)

Amazon’s ReLo or Reverse Logistics buildings will have you working inside an Amazon warehouse, receiving and processing customer and
vendor returns. In this fast-paced, active role, you will play an important part in protecting customer trust by evaluating the condition of
returned items to determine if they can be resold. You will work a Full Time, set schedule and may be asked to work different or rotate job
functions, possibly including heavy machinery.

Sort Center (Part
Time)

It’s no small job to get every order from click to customer door. Our sort centers are the first stop on the journey from the warehouse. You’ll
be up on your feet moving, sorting and handling packages between trucks in this fast-paced warehouse environment. Learn new skills and
build your experience by doing a range of different types of work. These duties will rotate on a daily basis and could include sorting, scanning
and stacking on pallets. Use technology like scanners, computers, and handheld printers to get customer orders ready for delivery. All Sort
Center buildings are Part Time positions.

Specialty (Grocery Shopper)

You’re on your way to joining the dedicated team at Amazon that makes grocery shopping a lot easier.
As a member of this dedicated team, you’ll work in a small warehouse and get grocery orders ready for customers. This space is different
than our other bigger warehouse buildings, it’s more like the size of a grocery store. Amazon Fresh offers customers everything from cereal
to ice cream. This means that you will work in freezer and refrigerated spaces for parts of your shift. It can be cold, but we’ll provide you with
the right gear to stay warm! Duties could include:
• Use smartphone, manage apps, and scan bar codes
• Get grocery orders prepared for delivery
• Put new grocery inventory away
• Check for order quality
• Rotate tasks throughout week
• Communicate directly with customers both verbally and in writing

Specialty (Sub Same
Day)

Amazon Fulfillment Centers come in many forms. This fast-paced, physical position gets you up and moving whether it be
putting away inventory, getting customer orders ready, loading boxes onto trucks or working heavy machinery. You will work a
Full Time, set schedule and may be asked to work different process paths or rotate job functions, based on business needs.
Working inside an Amazon Fulfillment Center, employees pick, pack, and ship customer orders like: Often items that include but
are not limited to books, toys, and housewares.
Thanks to the innovations of Amazon Robotics, get to work alongside advanced technology and robotics in a safe working
environment, allowing them to learn new skills and helping create a more efficient process to meet customer demand.

